
 

Form 5.5 

Cones Scribe – Pleasure Classes 
 

Before the Class: 

• Get instructions from your Judge about how to fill out the detailed 
“spreadsheet” for your classes.  Find out their preferred symbol for “clear” 
and “dislodged” and how to record course penalties at an obstacle. 

• Get instructions from your Judge on how to calculate Total Time Faults, 
Total Course Faults and Total Score for your particular set of classes. 

• Get agreement on who will do the calculation.  It may be the Judge, or 
you may have a Ring Scorer or you may have to do it yourself.  

 

Tasks for Each Competitor in the Class: 

1. Find the spreadsheet for the class at hand. 

2. Write the Competitor Number in the first column.  Don’t assume! Have 
“eyes on” the number before you write it! 

3. At the Judge’s command:  

¨ Record the symbol for “clear” or “dislodged” for each obstacle. 

¨ Record any additional penalties at the obstacle. 

¨ Record Time Taken in the Time Box at the end of the run. 

¨ Calculate and record Total Time Faults for classes that use them. 

¨ Calculate and record Total Course Faults for classes that use them. 

¨ Calculate the Total Score for the Competitor. 

¨ Record an E, R, W or D in the “Total” box if necessary and note the 
reason. 

 

Tasks at the End of Each Class 

4. Have the Judge “Place” the Class and SIGN the Spreadsheet.  

5. While ribbons are being given, fill out the Judges Card for the class. Be 
sure to include every competitor. Enter zero for successful but not placed. 
Enter E, R, W, or D for those who did not successfully complete the class. 

6. Have the Judge to sign the Judges Card. 

7. Give the Class Spreadsheet and Judges Card to the ScoreRunner. 

 


